
My name is Nataša Simonson aka mikamala. 
 
Born and raised in Split, Croatia, I graduated film and television directing in Belgrade. 
I have been working in the film industry in Serbia and the USA for 15 years. 
 
I’m a photographer unofficially since I was eight years old, when I got my first camera Smena 8 
as a gift. 
My photographic creativity is mainly inspired by themes that concern the way in which 
capitalist relations in modern societies determine urban spaces and life in cities, natural 
environment, human destinies and is a product of personal experiences and observations. 
 
While working in "Hollywood" movies and TV series ("Fast and Furious", "Moonfall", "DC's 
Legends of Tomorrow"), I’ve spent several years in China and Canada, in locations that attract 
American film projects with low costs of labor force and lower costs overall. 
 
In China, I spent time in the factory complex where the employees not only worked, but also 
lived, although it didn't look like it from the outside. Noticeably, there was no indication that it 
was a residential building. Once a week a small van would show up in that complex and like a 
Transformer, transform into a street grill and a shop. It would take about an hour, after which 
the space would, at least apparently, become just a factory again. The roof of the building was 
fenced off by wire to prevent employee suicides. 
 
The photos are dominated by industrial objects that either stand in contrast with their 
surroundings, or in a dark and romantic atmosphere, they merge with the environment in a 
beautiful but toxic embrace. 
 
They question the boundaries between production and housing, public and intimate, collective 
and individual, clean and dirty, natural and artificial. 
 
In addition to the question of our identity as a worker, the theme of modern slavery of 
employees and ecology, issues related to the position of women, LGBTIQ rights have the 
greatest importance for my work as well as the rights of minorities and migrants. 
 
The proposed selection of photographs entitled "Industrial in Neocapitalism" is not final and 
includes photographs taken in the USA, China, Serbia and Canada. 
 
This takes us to the most important part and that is that photography for me can be and always 
is a witness, an ally, a poet and an artist. Powerful in silence, photography inspires, evokes our 
memories and points us in a new direction.  
 


